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Abstract
Protection monitors synthesized from plan causal
structure provide execution systems with information
necessaryto detect potential failures early duringexecution. By detecting early, the execution system is
able to address these problems and keep the execution on track. Whenthe execution system finds that
the necessaryrepairs are beyondits capabilities, early
detection gives the planning system additional time
to suggest a repair. This paper discusses howprotection monitorsare synthesizeddirectly from plan causal
structure, and the options which are available to an
execution systemwhenprotection violations occur.

Introduction
Experience in planning for execution in realistic domains tells us that we cannot consistently generate
plans that will succeed because of the uncertainty
which is inevitably present. A planning system is not
able to determine all possible interventions a priori,
and the model of the world which it uses to base assumptions on is destined to be out of date. The situated agent which must carry out the plans generated
by the planning system also has uncertainty to contend
with. It is neither in total control of the environment
in whichit is situated, nor necessarily alone. Thus, we
must be able to manageuncertainty during execution.
Manyexecution systems take a simplistic approach
to monitoring. That is, they simply try to test preconditions and postconditions of actions to determine
when execution is not going to plan as a way of managing this uncertainty. This is a reasonable mechanism for doing so in some domains. However,as it has
been shown (Doyle, Atkinson, & Doshi 1986), such
approach would not be reasonable in domains where
actions take long periods of time to complete. For example, if an action N-1 completed successfully at time
tl and its effects were required by an action N-19 at
tl-t-Tdays, then the fact that someevent(s) had taken
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place which nullified one or more of the required effects between tl and tl-~7days would not be detected
until the preconditions of the action were verified at
tl-kTdays.
In order to detect and resolve such problems, an execution system must actively monitor actions during
their execution and subsequently up to the point where
their conditions are required. Passive monitoring, or
only checking the pre- and post-conditions, informs the
execution system not to attempt to perform certain
actions due to failed preconditions, or that certain actions have not produced all of their expected effects
so something else must be done. Active monitoring
informs the execution system on how a particular action is progressing to achieve its effects. However.active monitors as they have been defined (Sanborn
Hendler 1988; Hart, Anderson, & Cohen 1990) in the
past do not address the whole monitoring pictare. In
addition to monitoring the progress of an action, we
need active monitors to detect protection violations
during protection intervals. Such violations typically
manifest themselves as later failures thus, pos,se~sing
the ability to detect them provides an early warning
for potential failures.
In order to comprehensivelyprovide execution monitoring in complex and dynamicenvironments an execution agent must be able to: (I) monitor preconditions
and essential postconditions, (2) actively monitor for
protection violations, (3) actively monitor situations
which are knownto cause failures, (4) actively monitor
for potential beneficial opportunities, and (5) actively
monitor the progress of an action during its ex,.cution.
Our focus in this paper is to detail howprotect ion violations can be detected early during execution and how
protection monitors are synthesized directly from plan
causal structure.
In the next section, we describe what is meant by
the causal structure of a plan. Section presents a
model of plan execution which is based on having casual structure information available. Section discusses
the process of how execution monitors are synthesized
from causal structure and howthey becomeactivated,
and in Section we discuss what happens wh,.n a vi-
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Plan Causal Structure
Causal structure is a high level representation of information about a plan which states the relationship
between the purposes of actions with respect to the
goals or sub-goals they achieve for Somelater point in
the plan. This information may be used by a planner to detect and correct conflicts between solutions
to sub-problems whenhigher level plans are refined to
greater levels of detail.
Various forms of causal structure representations are
found in most planning systems for a variety of purposes. Dtiring plan generation its main use is for interaction detection and correction. The representations include Goal Structure (or GOST)(Tate 1977;
Currie & Tare 1991), causal links (McAllester &Rosenblitt 1991), protection intervals (Sussman 1975),
plan rational (Wilkins 1984) to name a few.
During the generative planning process a causal
structure table is maintained to record what facts have
to be true at any point in the plan network and the
possible "contributors" that can make them true. A
contributor in this sense is a node in the plan network
whose effects are required elsewhere in the network to
satisfy a condition of another node. The planning system is able to plan without choosing one of the (possibly multiple) contributors until it is forced to by interaction of constraints. The causal structure is used
to detect important interactions (ignoring unimportant
side effects) and can be used to find the small number
of alternative temporal constraints to be added to the
plan to overcomeeach interaction. This "Question Answering" procedure (Tate 1977) is the basis for work
by Chapmanon the Modal Truth Criterion (Chapman
1987). Multiple interactions arising at the same time
further restrict the possible solutions and a minimal
set of temporal constraints can be proposed.
Webelieve that this plan causal structure can be
extended to represent information which an execution
agent can use to effectively monitor action execution
and detect protection violations (Tate 1984). Causal
structure statements represent precisely the outcome
of any operation which should be monitored (i.e., protected). If lower level failures can be detected and corrected while preserving the stated higher level causal
structure, the fault need not be reported to a higher
level (e.g., a planning system).

A Model of Plan Execution Monitoring
Based on Causal Structure
An execution agent is given a plan generated by a planner together with information on what the individual
plan steps achieve, by what time, and for which subsequent tasks (the causai structure). It must supervise
the execution of actions (based on a capabilities data

be trivial or quite complex in nature). It should use any available monitoring capabilities to monitor the execution of each action to ensure
(as far as possible) that it achieves its purpose(s).
Whenfailures occur, recovery steps may be taken
which might be of various types:
¯ Recoveryproceduresfor the effector chosen(e.g., reset and repeat).
¯ Recoveryprocedures for the action type chosen(e.g.,
generic procedures for ensuring that an action can be
successfully accomplishedby passing it to a special
purpose effector or skilled supervisor).
¯ Recoveryprocedures for the particular failed action
(e.g., by procedural methods, etc.).
Recovery on failures can be simple or complex depending on the local intelligence of the effectors chosen, the closeness of coupling of actions in the domain,
the predictability of error outcomes,etc. Whena failure is found which cannot be locally recovered from
within the given causal structure constraints (of required outcomes, resource usage or time limits), the
execution agent must prepare a statement of the failure and changed plan circumstances to communicate
back to the planner (which can then be used to suggest
a plan repair).
As shownin Figure 1 (from (’rate 1984)), an activity can be executed as soon as all the incomingcausal
structure requirements are satisfied (by any potential
"contributor" if there are several alternatives). A decision on the allocation to a particular effector must then
be made. The activity and any associated constraint
information is then passed to the effector.
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Figure 1: Execution from the viewpoint of a single
action.
The relevant effector executes the action and its controller must report when the activity is completed.
Time-out conditions related to the time limits for the
follow on actions to the causal structure outcomesare
used to prevent the system hanging up on effector controller failure.
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The condition monitor is triggered to check all associated causal structure outcomesof the activity. This
same model of execution and condition monitoring applies whenthe activity involves the use of a sensor to
capture information needed at some point in the plan.
The causal structure o,tcomes in such a case my contain variables which will be bound to definite values
when the condition is checked.
If failures occur, local recovery is possible (by either
the effector or by using procedural methods accessible
to the execution agent) within the given resource or
time limits set for the follow on activities resultant on
each monitored outcome. The parallel causal structure
(i.e., postconditionsof actions before the failed activity
whichare required later in the plan) provides a guide to
the local recovery system on what should be preserved
if the local recovery is to avoid interference with other
important parts of the existing plan. Anyinterference
with such parallel causal structure should be reported
to the execution agent as it must be re-considered by
the planner to work out the actual effect on the plan.

Figure 2: Causal structure information from a synthesize me, age

Communication Language (IACL) to transmit information between the execution agent and the planner.
Tasks are specified by a planning system {in the form
of synthesize messages) to the REAwhich are then carried out using a more detailed model of the execution
environment than is available to the planner. The REA
executes the plans by choosing the appropriate activities to achieve the various sub-tasks within the plans,
using its knowledgeabout the particular resources under its control. It communicateswith the environment
in whichit is situated by executing the activities within
the plans and responding to failures fed back from the
environment. Such failures may be dt,e to the inappropriateness of a particular activity, or because the
desired effect of an activity was not achieved due to an
unforeseen event.
Whenthe planner has generated a plan it intends
to execute, it sends a synthesize message that contains the actions of the plan, commitmentinformation,
ordering constraints, and plan causal structure. This
information is then used by the REAto synthesize a
Task-Directive object which it can execute. The causal
structure information contained in a synthesize message (see an examplein Figure l) i s t , s ed by t he REA
to synthesize monitor objects which actively monitor
for protection violations during the exect,tion of the
Task-Directive.
Each CSTR,or causal structure record, provides the
execution agent with important monitoring information as follows:
(<Tag> <Pattern> <Value> <R-Node> <C-Node(s)>)
The tag provides a reference to the planning system
for use when a failure has occurred which cannot be
addressed locally by the REA.The pattern specifies the
exact property which is to be protected for the range
C-Nodefs) to R-Node. The R-Node is the node in the
plan network which requires the pattern to have the
Value, and the C-Node(s) field specifies one or more
contributors of the value.
The causal structure record contains all the information necessary to synthesize a monitor object. The
mappingof information contained in the CSTRto the
monitor object is shownin Figure 3.
The complexity of protection monitors comes from
deciding whenthe monitor should be active. Basically.
a protection monitor is active only while the R EA~ntends to execute the associated Task-Directive to which
it belongs. The monitors become active immediately
upon synthesis of the Task-Directive and are removed
wheneither they expire or all actions of the Ta.skDirective have been executed. During the "’life" of a
protection monitor it could find itself in one ~f three
states--activated, inactivated, and expired.

ously executing plans and to possess the ability to monitor conditions between plan executions. This design
utilizes a communicationprotocol called Inter-Agent

tThh exampleis from a logistics transportation domain
in which people are movedby ground transports ((;Ts)
betweentownson the fictional island of Pacifies I Re.ece&
"Fate 1993;Reeceet aL 1993)

Monitor Synthesis

and Activation

The modeldescribed in Section , is the basis of the execution monitoring functionality of the Reactive Execution Agent (REA) design proposed in (Reece 1992).
The P~EAis designed to handle multiple, simultane(causal-structure
((CSTR-7 (AT GT1)DELTA
(B-6-1) (B-3))
(CSTR-24(AT GT2)DELTA
(N-5-1) (B-3))
(CSTR-6 (STATUS
GT1)AVAIL(N-6-1) (B-3))
(CSTR-23(STATUS
OT2)AVAIL(B-5-1) (M-3))
(CSTR-14(AT C5) DELTA
(I-8) (N-3))
(CST1t-9 (STATUS
GT2)ABYSS(!-4-2) (B-4-1))
(CSTg-S (AT GT2)ABYSS
(N-4-2) (B-4-1))
(CSTR-18(STARSaT2) ABYSS
(!-4-4) (I-4-I))
(CSTlt-17 (AT GT2)DELTA
(1-4-4) (1-4-3))
(CSTR-13(AT GT2)DELTA
(B-8) (B-4-3))
(g-8) (B-4-4))
(CSTlt-12 (AT aT2) DELTA
(CST~-I6 (STATUS
aT2) SAPJIACLE
(B-S-2) (W-5-1))
(CSTR-15(ATGT2)BAltlIACLE
(W-5-2) (B-5-1))
(CSTR-26(STATUS
GT2)BAItJIACLE
(|-5-4) (|-5-1))
(CSTR-22(AT aT2) DELTA
(B-4-1) (I-5-3))
(CSTR-2S(AT ST2) DELTA
(l-S-4) (E-5-3))
(CSTIL-21(STATUS
GT2)AVAIL(B-4-1) (|-S-4))
(CSTE-5 (STATUS
GT1)CALYPSO
(!-6-2) (|-6-1))
(CSTlt-4 (AT GTI) CALYPSO
(l-6-2) (l-6-1))
(CSTIt-20(STATUS
GT1)CALYPSO
(B-6-4) (B-S-l))
(CSTE-19 (AT GTI) DELTA
(|-6-4) (!-6-3))
(CSTE-11 (AT GTI) DELTA
(W-8) (B-6-3))
(CSTR-10(AT OTI) DELTA
(|-B) (B-6-4)))))
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Figure 3: Monitor object created from CSTR-25
Whena synthesize message is received by the I%EA
and a Task-Directive object is being synthesized, any
causal structure information is used to synthesize
protection monitors and associated with that TaskDirective. All protection monitors are initially in the
inactivated state when they are synthesized. For example, the causal structure information shownin Figure 2
is used to synthesize protection monitors for a 15 node
plan giving the coverage shown in Figure 4. A single monitor (e.g., M25)is synthesized for each causal
structure record (e.g., CSTR-25).
Whenthe REAbegins to execute any Task-Directive
from its agenda the state of the monitors can change.
What a protection monitor object is concerned about
is when the REA’s world model is updated with new
information. Whenupdates occur a set of activationrules are applied to each protection monitor to determine if it should change its state. These rules determine whether a monitor is to be activated or has expired.
Protection monitors become activated when execution has progressed to the point where the monitor’s
range is valid. Oncea monitor is in the activated state
it remains in that state until either what is being monitored by the object does not have the value it expected
(in which case it is a violation), or execution has progressed past the range-end of the monitor (in which
case it has expired). Once a monitor has expired it
is removed from contention and is no longer considered when the activation-rules are applied. Protection
violation will be further discussed in Section.
An advantage of this approach to activation is that
violations can be detected across Task-Directives so
the planner can improve the probability that the assumptions it makes about the future will be valid by
protecting them. That is, if the planner "knew" that
it was, for the time being, only going to execute a portion of the plan which it was working on, it could submit that plan to the REAwith causal structure that
woulde~entiaily protect the effects of that plan until
the remaining portion of the plan could be executed.
This requirement sterns from the need to plan and/or
execute particular ’~hases" of plans only to specified
levels when aw~horitll is given to do so (Tate 1993).
For example, we see in Figure 5, that the planner has
a plan that it wishes to execute. However,in the first
instance it is only given authority to execute actions
N-I and N-2. So, it sends a synthesize message to the
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Figure 4: Causal Structure Coverage of a Plan by Protection Monitors
REAwith causal structure telling it that condition-I
would be introduced by action N-1 which is required
by action N-2 (and someaction N-3 in the future), and
condition-2 would be introduced by action N-2 which
would be required by some action N-4 in the future.
The REAwould then use the causal structure information to monitor condition-1 and condition-2 until
actions N-3 and N-4 were executed.
Protection
Violation
Whenupdates are made to the REA’s world model,
the activated protection monitors are examinedto determine whether a violation has occurred. Whenthe
world model is updated with new information a proce~ within the REAis notified and informed which
information changes. This process then initiates the
determination of whether violations have occurred.
Each activated protection monitor that is monitoring the type of condition which changed in the world
model is examined to see if the value it expects the
condition to have is the same as its new value. This
examination only takes place if all of the contributors
of the condition have been executed (i.e., the condition should exist). If one or more contributors remain
to be executed then it is likely that a premature violation has occurred, so this potential violation is ignored
and the monitor remains activated. If it is the same
then the monitor remains activated otherwise, if it is
not the same then a violation has occurred and must
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(CSTR-2(condition-2) (N-4) (N-2))

Figure 5: Planner Authority Levels

going to be satisfied whenit is eligible to execute. This wouldmakeit the planner’s responsibility to generate a repair and communicatethat
back to the REAso the violation was removed. The
REAwould then ignore any future violation detections
by that particular monitor. Repair also allows the system to detect and correct a causal violation, but does
so with the assistance of the planning system. It provides an early warning system so the planning system
can help the REAto avert possible future execution
failures.
The third measure that could be taken to address
the violation would be to report total failure of the
Task-Directive. Thoughdrastic, it could save resources
which could be used by other Task-Directives the REA
intends to execute. Total failure is only an option when
the time remaining before the need to execute the action requiring the condition is so small as for it not
to be reasonable to expect the planner to generate a
repair in time.

Discussion
be examined further.
The planner uses the causal structure to prevent
plan state interactions, but the execution agent does
not have the ability to prevent things from happening.
Not everything in the environment is under the agent’s
control and some other agent might have interfered.
Whena violation has occurred several considerations must be made. First, did the contributor (or
last knowncontributor in the case of multiple alternative contributors) fail? If so, then the violation can be
ignored since it was the failure to produce the condition and not any interaction in the environment. This
type of failure is handled by another componentof the
REA.If the violation was not due to a failure then
there must have been something acting in the environment which caused the violation. In this situation one
of three things could be done reintroduction, repair,
or failure.
Reintroduction is the process of executing another
action which will yield the same condition that was violated. However, there are several issues which must
be addressed here. This can only occur if the execution
agent’s representation is rich enoughto allow for it to
perform the reasoning required to find such a candidate. Then there is the issue of what interactions the
introduction of this new action could cause. It could
have effects which would interact with other actions
waiting to execute and cause additional violations to
occur. Reintroduction allows the system to detect and
correct a causal structure violation before it manifests
itself as a failure in the executing plan.
The second way to address the violation is through
repair initiated by the planner. In this case, the REA
would communicatewith the planner to inform it that
the preconditions of a particular node (i.e., the range-
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To actively monitor for protection violations during
execution a planning system must provide the causal
structure of the plan to the execution agent. Wehave
shown how valuable execution monitoring information
can be synthesized from this causal structure. This
information allows an execution agent to detect (and
possibly correct) potential failures before they manifest
themselves as actual failures in a executing plan. It
also provides a means for developing an early warning
system so a planning system can assist the execution
agent to avert execution failures by suggesting repairs.
But, just howmuchcasual structure is enough? The
causal structure sent to the REAis dependent upon
the domaindescription given to the planner when the
plan is generated. Therefore, the more causal structure information available, the more likely it is that
the REAwill be able to monitor the plan’s execution
using this approach. The limitation is that this approach is only as good as the sensing capabilities of
the REA.Aa defined, the basic approach comes at no
cost since these monitors are triggered from updates
to the REA’sworld model and are not actively sensing
the environment. The reality however, is that this approach is most effective whensensors are used often to
keep the REA’sworld model up-to-date. To that end,
research is continuing to provide the REAwith the capability to actively sense the environment(keeping the
world model up-to-date) to improve the utility of the
approach presented here. The issue then will be is the
ability to monitor due/ng protection intervals to detect
problems early worth the cost.
The utility of the approach presented here cannot be
fully realized until manyopen issues of howa planning
systems can use such information have been addressed.
It is one thing to knowwhere a plan has failed, and
another to be able to repair the plan from that point.
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However,someinteresting research on the use of causal
structure information in plan reuse and modification
is being done to address such issues (Kambhampati
1990). Karnbhampati uses a validation structure to
represent the internal dependencies of a plan and then
uses that structure to help in modifying plans to suit
new situations. Thoughnot exactly what its needed to
allow a planner to repair a plan based upon the information from the approach presented in this paper, it is
a step in the right direction. Hopefully, this approach
will be seen to complement his work and the work of
others addressing the issues of plan repair.

Conclusion
The value of using causal structure information in planning systems has been widely recognized. However,its
utility in execution systems has not received muchattention. The benefits of providing such information
to execution systems are realized during deliberation
and while reacting to change. The planning system is
able to reduce the uncertainty of the information in its
model of the world by tasking an execution system to
monitor conditions it expects to be valid in the future.
The execution system is able to avert potential failures
by identifying them sooner thus, giving it more time
to make repairs.
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